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1 folder. 3 items. 1962. Typescript, cassette tape, and compact disc.
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CATALOG CARD

FA ESTES, Buck “Red” 1962
323

Cassette tape from a partially-damaged reel-to-reel tape (T-7-62-113) of Estes performing two folk songs and a “whooping” at Mammoth Cave 4 July 1962. Also, a transcription of the material on the cassette and the New World Records compact disc I’m On My Journey Home: Vocal Styles and Resources in Folk Music which contains Estes’s performance.

1 folder. 3 items. Typescript, cassette tape, compact disc.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Demunbrun, Roma A., 1901-1969
Folk music – Kentucky
Hollerin’
I’m On My Journey Home: Vocal Styles and Resources in Folk Music (CD)
Mammoth Cave
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